
 

 

 

 

Lot Numbers 
 



Introduction 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires tracking of medical gases. They also have guidelines that require 

tracking of gases that may be consumed. CO2, as an example, may require tracking in some cases. If you’re required 

to track lot numbers, then the Lot Number feature in CylTech 2 makes that process much easier. Lot Number tracking 

makes it possible to quickly and easily identify every customer that has been delivered a particular lot number. Lot 

Numbers are first identified using the Inventory File and then, as the product is shipped, CylTech  2’s Order Entry 

program will prompt for the lot number. Note: a report is available that shows everyone that has been shipped a 

specific lot number. 

 

The following steps oultine the process for setting 

up gases to require lot numbers. 

The Inventory Master Record, for the gas record, 

must have the Lot Number Required field set to 

Yes. Note: this is on the miscellaneous tab.  

 

The Lot Numbers must be created in the Lot 

Number File Maintenance program. This is 

located on the Inventory menu > Lot Numbers.  

The Lot number is entered with a Record Number 

of 0. The Vendor, PO number, and Date Received should also be entered at this point.   

Next, enter the quantity of cylinders that are filled with this lot number. 
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The lot numbers should be entered 

as the cylinders are filled each day so 

that they will be ready for use in 

Order Entry when shipping cylinders 

to customer accounts. 

 

Order Entry will display a pop up box 

to enter the Lot Number. It will also 

display how many cylinders are 

remaining on this particular lot 

number. 

 

 

 

The lot number will be printed on the delivery ticket.  

 

The invoice register will give an error message for 

any gas records that do not have a lot number, 

therefore, the invoice must have a valid lot number 

added before the billing update can be run. Once the 

billing update is run, the lot number record will be 

updated with the customer name and invoice 

number. 
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The lot number listing can be used to list all customers with  the invoice number and date for a particular lot number.   

 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the questions! 
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